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One-dimensional (1-D) nanostructures such as nanowires and
nanotubes have been widely explored for anodes with high speciﬁc
capacity in Li-ion batteries, which eﬀectively release the mechanical
stress to avoid structure pulverization. However, 1-D nanostructures
typically have a high surface area, which leads to a large irreversible
capacity in the ﬁrst cycle due to a solid electrolyte interface (SEI)
formation. Two dimensional (2-D) nanowalls can address the same
challenges as 1-D nanostructures, with a much lower surface area.
For the ﬁrst time, we demonstrated a 2-D nanowall structure with
silicon for Li-ion batteries. Excellent performance for the ﬁrst
Coulombic eﬃciency (CE) has been achieved. Such a 2-D nanowall
structure can also be applied in other devices with improved
performance where nanostructures are needed but a high surface
area is problematic.

Introduction
Lithium (Li) ion batteries are one of the most important
electrochemical energy storage devices and are widely used in
portable electronics. For future Li ion battery powered electronic vehicles, however, electrode materials with higher
energy/power density and longer cycle life are needed.1–6
Silicon (Si), as a Li ion battery anode material, has a theoretical specic capacity of 4200 mA h g!1, 10 times higher
than the conventional graphite anodes used in commercial
batteries. Additionally, Si is an earth abundant and environmentally friendly material with a mature manufacturing
process in solar cell and semiconductor industries that could
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enable mass production for batteries. Enthusiasm aside,
there are signicant challenges to use Si as an anode for Li
ion batteries.7 A large volume expansion (up to 400%) and
contraction during lithiation and delithiation could result in
pulverization of the Si anode. The cracked Si loses contact
with the current collector, reducing the accessible capacity
over time. The signicant volume change also aﬀects the
stability of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). Recently
successful demonstration of using Si nanowires as anodes in
Li ion batteries to mitigate pulverization and enhance the
cycle life7 has led to a surge of interest in developing high
performance Si nanostructures and Si nanocomposite anodes
for Li ion batteries, including Si–C nanocomposites,8–12 Si
nanotubes,13,14 interconnected nanonets15,16 and three
dimensional (3-D) Si nanoparticles17. In order to understand
the mechanism of Si as an anode material, fundamental
studies on its electrochemical,18,19 nanomechanics,20–22 and
kinetics22 have been reported. The problem of a low rst
Coulombic Eﬃciency (CE), however, still exists in the reported nanostructures.
The highly irreversible capacity of the rst cycle in any
nanostructured electrodes is largely attributed to side reactions
and SEI formation, which are directly correlated with the high
surface area of nanostructures.7,23 This is a fundamental challenge of using nanostructures for electrochemical storage
applications. On one side, nanostructured materials such as
nanowires and nanoparticles can readily release the mechanical
strain during charging, which reduce the potential for pulverization during the rst cycle. On the other side, the large surface
area of these nanostructures results in a greater amount of side
reactions, which occur at the anode–electrolyte interface. The
formation of the SEI layer consumes Li ions, contributing to
an irreversible consumption of Li. The reduction of surface
oxide layers on Si, which are formed when exposing Si anode
in air during sample preparation, also leads to irreversible
consumption of Li.20 Thus, the large surface area of existing
nanostructures plays a major role in the low rst CE of those
nanostructured Si anodes.
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We propose a two-dimensional (2-D) nanowall structure that
can eﬀectively address the issues associated with lower
dimensional Si nanostructures. Such 2-D nanostructures are
fundamentally better for Li-ion batteries, which have not been
explored before. A schematic image of the nanowalls is shown
in Fig. 1h. Each nanowall possesses a sub-micron scale length
and height, and can be as thin as 50 nanometers. The nanowall
structure maintains the advantages of other one dimensional
(1-D) nanostructures: accommodates large volume expansion
without pulverization, obtains direct electrical contact with the
current collector for fast electron transport, and maintains a
short Li insertion distance. Most importantly, the nanowall
structure has approximately 50% less specic surface area than
nanowires of similar height and width. Thus, the rst CE is
expected to be higher for the 2-D nanowall structure than for
1-D nanostructured anodes in Li-ion batteries. Currently, there
are a few reports15,24–28 that discuss 2-D electrodes including
“nanowalls” for Li ion batteries, which also provide alternative
methods29 for nanowall fabrication. However, the reported
nanowalls show an inter-connected structure that is easy to
pulverize during volume cycling, thus achieving a low rst CE.
Here, for the rst time we designed a periodic, amorphous Si
(a-Si) nanowall structure via nanoimprint lithography (NIL)30
and investigated its electrochemical and mechanical properties
as an anode in Li ion batteries. We demonstrate a high CE for
the rst cycle due to the low specic surface area of the nanowall electrode. Cycling results show that our Si nanowall anodes
created by NIL achieve a high rst CE (83.4%), high stability
(40 cycles) and a good rate performance (1000 mA h g!1 at 2 C
rate). The electrochemical properties, including the rst CE,
can be further improved by optimizing the Si nanowall anode
including its dimensions, surface impurity and large area
uniformity. Si nanowalls are expected to have excellent
mechanical exibility and are suitable for exible energy
storage for portable electronics, exible displays, etc.31–33 Similar
concepts can be applied to other devices34–36 such as solar cells,
where nanostructures are needed for light-trapping and a low
surface area is required to avoid surface recombination.
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Experimental section
Si nanowall fabrication
Si nanowalls are fabricated in two steps. First, a highly pure Cr
(lm thickness 20 nm, ESPI metals)/a-Si (lm thickness 900 nm,
Materion corporation, 99.999%) is deposited by electron-beam
deposition (Temescal BJD-1800). The layer of Cr is used to
enhance the binding of the a-Si to the substrate. Energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) results show that the purity
of a-Si is 97% (Fig. S5†). Second, the nanoimprint patterning
process (Fig. 1) begins by spinning the imprint resist (mr-I 8030,
Microchem). The resist is spun onto the sample and imprinted
with a 220 nm period silsesquioxane (SSQ) mold36 in a NX2000
Nanoimprinter (Nanonex, NJ) (Fig. 1a). Directional evaporation
of Ti onto the resist is used to increase the eﬀective linewidth of
the resist structure, decreasing the width of the opening down
to approximately 50 nm, which is the desired width of the walls
(Fig. 1b). Aer reactive ion etching (RIE) with oxygen plasma to
remove the residual resist (Fig. 1c), Cr is deposited and a li oﬀ
process is performed to generate a 220 nm Cr grating with a
50 nm linewidth (Fig. 1d). In order to create a disconnected wall
structure, a subsequent imprint is then performed with a
700 nm period mold perpendicular to the 220 nm period Cr
grating (Fig. 1e). Aer the residual layer of the resist is removed,
RIE is again used to remove the Cr grating in the portion of area
exposed by the 700 nm resist pattern (approximately 100 nm in
width) (Fig. 1f). The nal Cr pattern is then used as a mask for
DRIE to create the nanowalls (Fig. 1g).
Li ion battery fabrication and testing
Coin cells are made of Si nanowalls as the working electrode, a
polymer separator, lithium metal foil as the counter electrode
and 1.0 M LiPF6 in 1 : 1 w/w ethylene carbonate/diethyl
carbonate (Novolyte technologies). CR2032 half cells were
assembled inside an Ar-lled glove box and tested using a
Biologic VMP3 multichannel system. Si nanowall half cells were
cycled between 1.0 V and 0.01 V.
Material characterization
Si thin lm and Si nanowalls were characterized with a Hitachi
SU-70 analytical scanning electron microscope with an energydispersive X-ray detector (Bruker's silicon dri detector). Aer
cycling, coin cells were disassembled inside a glove box, and
nanowall electrodes were washed with acetonitrile and 0.1 M
H2SO4 to remove the residual electrolyte, lithium salts and the
SEI layer. Samples were dried at room temperature before SEM
examination.

Results and discussion
Fabrication and characterization of Si nanowalls

Fig. 1 Outline of the NIL process for Si nanowall anode on an SS substrate (the
SS substrate is not shown in this ﬁgure).
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NIL can be used to generate high-resolution feature sizes on a
scale of tens of nanometers over large areas. Recently, structures have been fabricated for applications in elds such as
photonics,37,38 transparent metal electrodes,39 solar cells,40 and
sensors,41 to name a few. To fabricate the nanowall structure, a
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typical thermal imprint process begins by placing a pre-patterned
mold directly in contact with a resist-coated substrate. High
temperature and pressure are then applied to reow the resist
into the mold, creating a mirror image of the pre-patterned
features in the resist. Using these features to create a mask, we
can then transfer nano-scale patterns into Si and create high
aspect-ratio Si nanostructures with depths in the micron range.
This is done with deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), specically
utilizing a cycled “Bosch” process, which has been used in the
past to create nanostructures with aspect ratios greater than
50 : 1.42 The NIL process is illustrated in Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 1 each Si nanowall is 900 nm high, 600 nm
long and 50 nm thick. Perpendicular to the wall surface, the
structure has a 220 nm period, with a space of 170 nm between
each wall. Lengthwise, the periodicity is 700 nm with 100 nm
spacing between walls. A discontinuous nanowall pattern rather
than a continuous grating is proposed here to allow each
nanowall to “breathe”, relaxing the stress resulting from lithiation/delithiation induced volume expansion/contraction.
We characterized the morphology and composition of the
prepared Si nanowall structure with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) equipped with a Bruker EDS detector. The
highly uniform size and lateral distribution of the Si nanowall
array is shown in Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2b (top view), the length and
thickness of the nanowalls are measured to be about 600 nm
and 50 nm, respectively. The space in between the nanowalls is
designed to accommodate volume expansion during charge–
discharge. Fig. 2c shows the EDS mapping image of the Si
nanowalls. From Fig. 2b and c we observed some edge roughness associate with nanowalls. This edge roughness is generated during fabrication due to the roughness of the shadow
evaporation, which masks the Cr deposition. There is also the
so-called “scalloping” which occurs during the DRIE Bosch
process on the sidewalls of the nanostructure. Fig. 2d shows the
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EDS analysis of one prepared Si nanowall sample. We
conrmed our composition of the whole electrode with the help
of Fig. 2d, showing three elements of Si, Fe and Cr which
correspond to nanowalls, the substrate and binding layer (also
residual Cr mask), respectively.
The top down nanoimprint technique ensures that Si
nanowalls are in direct electronic contact with the current
collector, have a suitable specic surface area that allows for
fast charge–discharge, while reduce the amount of SEI formation thus contributing to a high rst CE. The small thickness of
the nanowalls (50 nm in our experiment) allows for a short
diﬀusion path of Li ions, increasing the potential for high power
applications. The spacing between the nanowalls on four sides
helps avoiding the nanowalls from touching each other during
volume expansion, allowing a stable cycling performance of the
nanowall electrodes.
Electrochemical properties of Si nanowalls in Li half cell
Aer fabrication, the samples were dried in a 100 " C vacuum
oven overnight and then directly assembled into coin cells in an
Ar lled glove box. Electrochemical measurements were performed using a Biologic VMP3 electrochemical workstation; the
cycling performance and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) results are presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows the
cycling performance and Coulombic eﬃciency of the Si nanowalls at the rate of 840 mA g!1 for 40 cycles. The rst charge and
discharge capacity of the Si nanowalls are 2350 mA h g!1 and
1961 mA h g!1, respectively, corresponding to a rst CE of
83.4%. This initial CE of the Si nanowall anodes still has room
for improvement by optimizing the design and fabrication of
nanowalls or surface modication.11,43–45 The Si nanowall anode
demonstrates stable cycling performance, retaining a discharge
capacity of 1801 mA h g!1 aer 40 cycles, which is 90% of the

Fig. 2 (a) SEM images of a large area and uniformly distributed Si nanowall structure, (b) SEM image which shows the dimensions of the Si nanowalls, (c) SEM EDS
mapping images of Si nanowalls, and (d) energy dispersed X-ray spectroscopy of Si nanowall/substrate, with peaks of Si, Cr and Fe.
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Fig. 3 (a). Electrochemical cycling performance of Si nanowall anodes. (b) Voltage proﬁle of 1st, 10th, 20th and 40th cycle of the Si nanowalls. (c) EIS plot of the battery
before cycling (blue) and after 40 cycles (red). (d) The rate performance of the Si nanowall half cell.

initial value. The capacity retention is highlighted in Fig. 3b,
which plots the charge and discharge voltage proles of 1st,
10th, 20th and 40th cycles. The capacity suﬀers almost no loss
during the rst twenty cycles. The typical voltage prole of
amorphous Si (a-Si) is seen during lithiation of a-Si at approximately 0.49 V vs. Li/Li+.10 Fig. 3c shows the EIS data of the Si
nanowall half cells. Both EIS data before and aer cycling were
taken at the fully delithiated state. The EIS results before cycling
and aer 40 cycles are shown by the blue and red curves,
respectively. Bulk resistance of the cell is equal to the rst
intersection of the EIS curve with the real impedance axis. From
the inset, we observed that the initial high-frequency resistance
of 8 ohms (before the cycling test) increases to 10 ohms aer 40
cycles, indicating the formation of an SEI layer. The diameter of
the semicircle represents the charge transfer resistance (Rct) of
the cell. We observed that the charge transfer resistance of the
Si nanowall half cell decreases aer cycling. Examination of the
nanowall structures aer cycling in SEM helps to explain this
phenomenon (Fig. 4). Aer 40 cycles, the individual nanowalls
have become more porous (Fig. 4b). As the cycling progress, the
increasing porosity of the Si exposes more surface area to the
electrolyte, increasing the charge transfer process and reducing
Rct. This is conrmed by the rate performance data in Fig. 3d.
To determine the rate performance, the half cells were cycled
at charge–discharge rates ranging from C/5 to 2 C. Charging at
higher rates reduces the capacity of batteries as the Li insertion
reaction is limited by diﬀusion and reaction at the interface.
The formation of a porous structure during cycling increased
the surface area of the electrode, resulting in an increasing
capacity of the high rate cycles. Comparing the capacity of a 1 C
battery at cycles 15–25 and 35–45 shows an increase of
200 mA h g!1 for later cycles. The capacity of the battery at 2 C is
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about 1000 mA h g!1, 3 times higher than the capacity of
conventional graphite electrodes.
The half cells were disassembled in a glove box in the delithiated state, and the residual electrolyte and SEI were washed
away to expose the Si nanowalls. The morphology of the electrode was examined by SEM as shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4a we
see that the Si nanowalls retain their wall structure and remain
attached to the substrate, indicating good structural stability
and binding. The cracked surface on top of the nanowalls is a
residual layer of Cr le over from the nanowall fabrication
(Fig. S6†). The cracking and distortion of this layer suggests
large volume changes and stress during cycling. The space
between each nanowall is largely reduced, indicating a signicant volume change of the Si nanowall structure by lithiation.
Fig. 4b shows the porous structure of the Si nanowalls aer
cycling. Both the sides and the top of the nanowalls have
become porous. We also observed slight twisting of the nanowalls aer 40 cycles in both Fig. 4a and b. Overall, Si nanowalls
can withstand signicant volume changes associated with
lithiation and delithiation. A higher magnication image of the
porous structure on the Si sidewall is shown in Fig. 4c. It seems
from this image that the porous structure formed many nanochannels in the Si sidewalls, allowing Li+ ions to diﬀuse faster
inside. However, during the formation of the porous structure,
the active material will detach from the walls, resulting in a
slight capacity reduction.
Nanopore formation mechanism by mechanical means
As shown in Fig. 4a and b the nanowall structure thickens and
develops a very rough surface morphology aer 40 cycles,
indicating pore formation at both the surface and the interior of
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Fig. 4 (a) and (b) SEM images at diﬀerent magniﬁcations of the Si nanowall
anode after cycling. A residual Cr layer from the mask is observed on top of the
nanowalls. (c) High magniﬁcation SEM image of Si nanowalls after cycling shows
the porous structure with an average pore size of (30 nm.

the nanowalls. The formation of such a porous structure is
attributed to the hydrostatic tensile stress in the nanowalls
induced by lithiation and delithiation, as revealed by the
following mechanics modelling. The size of the nanowalls in
the modelling is 600 nm # 50 nm # 900 nm (L # W # D) for
each. During lithiation and delithiation, Li ions insert into and
extract from the nanowalls, inducing large cyclic deformation of
the Si. As to be shown later, the stress associated with the large
deformation in the nanowalls is highly non-uniform (e.g., stress
level varies with positions in the nanowalls) and tri-axial. If the
Li concentration is suﬃciently large, the associated stress can
be high enough to cause the plastic ow of the lithiated Si. A
cavity in a solid can unstably grow in size by atom diﬀusion
away from the cavity surface driven by suﬃciently high hydros11 þ s22 þ s33
static stress (dened as the mean stress sm ¼
).
3
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Therefore, if the lithiation/delithiation-induced mean stress in
the Si is high enough, defects in the nanowalls (e.g., voids) could
grow unstably, leading to a porous structure. The underlying
energetics can be explained by a simple model. The free energy
of a lithiated Si with an incipient spherical void of radius R
under a mean stress sm applied to the void is given by
4
GðRÞ ¼ 4pR2 g ! pR3 sm , where g is the surface energy of
3
lithiated silicon. Under the lithiation/delithiation-induced
stresses, the incipient void tends to grow or shrink to minimize
the free energy G, from which one determines a critical void size
Rc ¼ 2g/sm. That is, a void with R < Rc shrinks and thus may heal
spontaneously while a void with R > Rc unstably grows into a
pore of large size. Next, we calculated the lithiation/delithationinduced stresses in the Si nanowalls, so that the critical void
size in diﬀerent regions of the nanowalls can be estimated,
which in turn help decipher the formation of the porous
structure aer lithiation/delithiation cycles as observed in the
experiments.
We simulated the concurrent Li diﬀusion and mechanical
deformation during the initial lithiation and following delithiation of the amorphous Si nanowalls using nite element
package ABAQUS 6.10 (see ESI for model details†). The extent of
lithiation is described by the average Li/Si atomic ratio xaverage,
dened as the ratio of Li atoms in the nanowalls. For example,
xaverage ¼ 1 means that on average one Si atom takes one Li atom
in the nanowalls. We assume that the extent of volume expansion has a linear relationship with the lithium content in LixSi.46
From our experiment, xaverage reaches 2 at the end of the lithiation cycle, resulting in a 200% volume expansion of the
nanowalls (Fig. S1†). Simulation results reveal that the mean
stress level in the nanowalls increases with the extent of lithiation and nearly saturates as xaverage approaches 1 (Fig. S4†).
The distribution of the mean stress at two representative planes
of the nanowalls, i.e., the mid-plane (z ¼ 0) and the outer
surface (z ¼ h/2, where h is the nanowall thickness), is shown in
Fig. 5b and c, respectively. Here xaverage ¼ 1. The regions labelled
by A through G undergo a signicant tensile mean stress
ranging from 150 to 600 MPa. As mentioned above, the tensile
mean stress state acts as the driving force for the nucleation and
growth of nano-pores. For example, during lithiation nano-pore
formation is likely to occur in the middle part of nanowalls
(regions A, B and E) and near the bottom corners (regions C, D,
F and G).
Moreover, simulation results show that during lithiation the
area under signicant tensile mean stress at the mid-plane of
the nanowalls (regions A to D shown in Fig. 5b) is much larger
than that at the outer surface (regions E to G shown in Fig. 5c).
The mean stress level at the mid-plane is also even higher than
that at the outer surface, indicating that the interior of nanowalls is more susceptible to pore formation during lithiation.
In the following delithiation half cycle shown in Fig. 5d and
e, the regions experiencing a signicant tensile mean stress of
150 MPa to 1 GPa are labelled by a through k. Comparison
between the mean stress distributions at the mid-plane and
outer surface reveals that, during delithiation, pores are more
likely to nucleate and grow near the nanowall outer surface,
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Fig. 5 Lithiation/delithiation-induced mean stresses in the nanowalls. (a) Schematic of the simulation model. The origin of the coordinate system is deﬁned with the
origin at the centroid of the bottom surface. (b) and (c) show the mean stress distribution within the mid-plane of the nanowalls (z ¼ 0) and the outer surface of the
nanowalls (z ¼ h/2) during the lithiation half cycle, respectively, with the extent of lithiation described by xaverage ¼ 1. (d) and (e) are the counterparts of (b) and (c)
during the delithiation half cycle, respectively.

opposite to the trend during the lithiation half cycle. It is
interesting to note that the associated mean stress distribution
is reversed with the transition from lithiation to delithiation:
those regions initially under tensile mean stress are now mainly
under compression and vice versa. This trend is clearly shown in
Fig. 5d and e. The regions labelled by a through k are geometrically complementary to those hydrostatically tensile regions
denoted by A through G in Fig. 5b and c. Therefore, nearly all of
the nanowalls experience a signicant tensile mean stress at a
certain stage during a lithiation/delithiation cycle. As a result,
pores are likely to form throughout the entire nanowalls aer
many cycles. This prediction is conrmed by the experimentally
observed homogeneous pore distribution in the nanowall
structures observed in experiments (Fig. 4).
The simulation results of signicant tensile mean stress in
the nanowalls can be used to derive the critical void size Rc for
pore formation. For simplicity, we assume that the surface
energy g of lithiated silicon is independent of lithium concentration with a value of 1J m!2.21 The values of Rc corresponding
to the region under tensile stress during lithiation and delithiation are summarized in Table S1(a) and (b),† respectively.
The critical radii in all regions range from 2–13.3 nm. Such an
estimate agrees with experimental observation: the radii of the
pores in the nanowalls aer 40 lithiation/delithiation cycles are
much greater than 13.3 nm (Fig. 4c), indicating that voids
greater than the critical size grow into larger pores under
signicant tensile mean stress.

Conclusion
In summary, we designed a novel 2-D a-Si nanowall structure as
an anode for Li ion batteries that exhibits excellent electrochemical properties. The lower specic surface area of the
nanowall structure compared to 1-D/0-D nanostructures leads
to a relatively high rst CE. A high specic capacity of (2100 mA
h g!1 is obtained at C/5 and remains stable for over 40 cycles.
Porous structures form throughout the nanowalls aer cycles,
which is attributed to the complementary distributions of the
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tensile mean stress in the nanowalls induced by lithiation and
delithiation. The cycling performance of proof-of-concept
devices can be further improved with improving the uniformity
and bonding between the Si nanowalls and the substrate. It is
anticipated based on the mechanical modelling that the nanowall anodes can be excellent candidates for exible energy
devices. Such nanostructures can potentially lead to many other
applications including solar, water splitting and others, where
both a nanoscale structure to manipulate electrons and photons
and a low surface area to avoid side reaction and recombination
are needed.
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1.  Modeling  details
To   gain   insights   on   the   nano-pore   formation   and   stress   generation   during   lithiation   and  
delithiation,   we   have   simulated   the   concurrent   diffusion   and   mechanical   deformation   during  
initial   lithiation   and   following   delithiation   of   the   amorphous   silicon   nanowall   using   finite  
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element  package  ABAQUS  6.10.  The  diffusion  and  elastic-perfectly  plastic  model  is  employed  
and  the  material  undergoes  elastic  and/or  plastic  deformation  where  the  von  Mises  yield  criterion  
determines   plastic   yielding.   The   plastic   deformation   is   governed   by   the   J2-flow   rule.   The  
normalized   lithium   concentration   and   stress-strain   fields   are   numerically   solved   by   a   fullycoupled   implicit   temperature-displacement   procedure   in   ABAQUS/Standard,   given   that  
governing  equations  of  diffusion  is  essentially  equivalent  to  those  of  heat.  During  simulation  the  
normalized   lithium   concentration   and   associated   stress-strain   deformation   are   updated  
incrementally.  The  normalized  lithium  concentration  is  defined  as  the  current  concentration  (i.e.  
𝑥  in  𝐿𝑖 𝑆𝑖)  divided  by  the  concentration  at  fully-lithiated  stage  (𝑥 = 4.2)  and  it  is  equivalent  to  
the   “temperature”   in   above-mentioned   numerical   procedure.   The   lithiation-induced   volumetric  
strain  is  equivalently  to  the  “thermal  strain”  caused  by  “temperature”  change.  The  coefficient  of  
thermal   expansion   is   chosen   to   be   0.6   and   thus   the   accordingly   volumetric   expansion   is   400%  
when  the  “temperature”  in  simulation  (i.e.  normalized  lithium  concentration)  reaches  1.  
The  dimension  of  the  nanowall  is  600nm×900nm×50nm.  Taking  advantage  of  symmetry,  
only   ¼   of   the   nanowall   is   simulated   in   order   to   reduce   the   numerical   expense,   with   symmetry  
boundary   condition   is   employed   at   mid-planes  𝑧 = 0  and  𝑥 = 0.   The   Young’s   modulus   and  
Poisson’s  ratio  of  lithiated  silicon  are  both  assumed  to  vary  linearly  with  Li  concentration  from  
160  to  40  GPa  and  from  0.24  to  0.22  respectively   [1,2].  The  yielding  stress  of  lithiated  silicon  is  
chosen  to  be  2GPa.  Diffusivity  of  lithium  in  silicon  is  assumed  to  be  a  constant  of  10 -13cm2/s   [3].  
The   amorphous   silicon   nano-wall   is   initially   pristine   and   subjected   to   a   constant   C/5  
charging/discharging   rate   at   the   outer   surface.   In   the   simulation,   the   lithiation   half   cycle   is  
terminated   when  𝑥

  reaches   2   and   delithiation   half   cycle   begins   with   the   final   lithium  

concentration  and  stress-strain  field  at  the  end  of  lithiation  half  cycle.  The  displacements  at  the  
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bottom  surface  of  nanowall  are  all  fixed  to  zero  and  all  other  outer  surfaces  are  traction  free.  

2.  Additional  simulation  results

Figure   S1   Volume   expansion   before   (pristine   nanowall)   and   after   lithiation   half   cycle   ( 𝑥𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 2).  𝑥𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒   
reaches  2  at  the   end  of  the   lithiation  cycle,  resulting  in  a  ~200%  volume  expansion  of  the  nanowall.  Mesh  of  the  
pristine  nanowall  is  also  shown  (Note:  the  triad  is  only  used  to  show  the  directions  of  coordinate  but  it  does  NOT  
represent  the  real  coordinate  system  of  which  the  origin  is  at  the  center  of  the  bottom  surface.  Same  for   Figure  S2,  
S3  and  S4).  
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Figure   S2.   (a).  Normalized  Li  concentration  distribution  at  the  outer  surface  during  lithiation  half  cycle  (left)  and  
delithiation  half  cycle  (right)  when  𝑥𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1,  from  a  perspective  view.  Concentration  profile  at  the  outer  surface  
on  the  side  of  nanowall   is  also   available   from  this  perspective.  Rotating  the  perspective   view  in  (a)  by  180°   with  
respect   to   y   axis   gives   (b)   the   perspective   view   of   the   similar   plots   at   mid-planes   (𝑥 = 0  and  𝑧 = 0).   During  
lithiation,   concentration   is   higher   near   the   outer   surface   but   lower   in   the   interior   of   nanowall;;   during   delithiation,  
concentration  is  higher  in  the  interior  of  nanowall  but  lower  near  the  outer  surface.
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Figure  S3.  (a)  Distribution  of  mean  stress  𝜎𝑚   at  the  outer  surface  of  the  nanowall  during  lithiation  half  cycle  (left)  
and   delithiation   half   cycle   (right)   when  𝑥𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1  from   a   perspective   view.   (b).   The   perspective   view   of   the  
similar  plots  at  the  mid-planes  (𝑥 = 0  and  𝑧 = 0).
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Figure   S4.   Mean   stress  𝜎𝑚   evolution   during   lithiation   half   cycle.   Note   that   the   mean   stress   level   in   the   nanowall  
increases  with  the  extent  of  lithiation  and  nearly  saturates  after  𝑥𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒   exceeds  1.  

Table   S1   (a)  Mean  stress  range  and  critical  radii  𝑅   in  highlighted  regions  in  Figure  5  b,  c  (at  lithiation  half  
cycle  with  𝑥
Region
mean  stress  range
(GPa)
critical  radius  𝑅
(nm)

= 1)
A
0.25~0.28

B
0.15~0.25

C,F
0.15~0.30

D,G
0.30~0.60

E
0.15~0.18

7.1~8

8~13.3

6.67~13.3

3.33~6.67

11.1~13.3

Table  S1  (b)  mean  stress  range  and  critical  radii  𝑅   in  highlighted  regions  in  Figure  5d,  e  (at  delithiation  half  
cycle  with  𝑥
Region
mean  stress  
range
(GPa)
critical  radius  𝑅
(nm)

= 1)
a
0.35~0.4

b,c,e,g,h,k
0.15~0.35

d,i
0.35~1

f,j
0.35~0.4

5~5.71

5.71~13.3

2~5.71

5~5.71

3.  Materials  details
The   Si   thin   film   is   prepared   by   e-beam   deposition   under   4×10-7   torr.   The   deposition  
chamber   is   pumped   down   overnight   to   achieve   the   a   low   vacuum   level,   in   order   to   get   high  
purity  Si.  EDS  data  of  Si  thin  film  on  stainless  steel  substrate  shows  a  high  purity  of  96.33wt%  
of  Si  with  impurities  of  C,  O,  Al  of  1.38wt%,  1.20wt%,  1.09wt%,  respectively.  The  Al  impurity  
may  be  a  residual  impurity   from   the  e-beam   evaporator  crucible.  C  and  O  may  come  from   the  
substrate  and  surface  oxidation  of  the  thin  film.      
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Figure  S5.  EDS  results  of  prepared  e-beam  deposited  a-Si  thin  film

Table  S2.  Si  thin  film  composition  by  EDS  

El

An

Series

Concentration(wt%)

C  atom(at.  -%)

Err  (%)

C

6

K-series

            1.38

        3.13

    0.4

O

8

K-series

            1.20

        2.05

    0.3

Al

13

K-series

            1.09

        1.10

    0.1

Si

14

K-series

            96.33

93.72

    4.5

Figure  S6  shows  the  EDS  mapping  (top  view)  of  the  nanowall  structure,  all  from  the  same  area.  
From  Figure  S6a  and  S6c  we  can  clearly  see  the  nanoimprint  nanowall  arrays.  However  Figure  
S6b  shows  the  whole  area  is  covered  by  Cr  (Cr  mask  and  binding  enhancing  layer).  This  proves  
there  are  residual  Cr  mask  on  top  of  Si  nanowall.  
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Figure  S6.  EDS  mapping  result  of  Si  nanowall  structure  before  cycling,  in  the  same  area  (a)  Si  mapping;;  (b).  Cr  
mapping;;  (c).  Fe  mapping  
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